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Lattice instabilities of cubic NiTi from first principles
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The phonon dispersion relation of NiTi in the simple cubicB2 structure is computed using first-principles
density-functional perturbation theory with pseudopotentials and a plane-wave basis set. The structure is shown
not to be a local energy minimum, so that its observation at high temperatures must be due to entropic
stabilization by large fluctuations around the average atomic positions. Lattice instabilities are observed to
occur across nearly the entire Brillouin zone, excluding three interpenetrating tubes of stability along the~001!
directions and small spheres of stability centered atR. The strongest instability is that of the doubly degenerate
M58 mode. The distorted structure produced by freezing a particular choice of unstableM58 eigenvector into
the reference cubic structure yields, with an appropriate choice of overall amplitude, an excellent approxima-
tion to the observed ground-stateB198 structure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The realization of the technological promise of active m
terials requires significant progress in the fundamental un
standing of their nature and behavior. Similarities betwe
different classes of active materials, such as piezoelec
oxides and shape memory alloys, suggest that theore
analysis successful for one class might also be producti
applied to another. For example, first-principles calculatio
of the type previously applied to structural transitions in t
perovskite oxides1–4 should also yield insight into the prop
erties of shape memory alloys.

The relative chemical and structural simplicity of th
shape memory alloy NiTi has made it a popular subject
both experimental and theoretical study.5 At high tempera-
tures, NiTi is observed to have the cubicB2 structure. The
structural phase transition at 333 K suggests that theB2
structure is not a local energy minimum, but rather is e
tropically stabilized by fluctuations around the avera
atomic positions, similar to the high-temperature cubic p
ovskite phases of BaTiO3 and PbTiO3. The monoclinicB198
low-temperature structure of NiTi is related to theB2 struc-
ture by approximately rigid shifts of alternate~110! planes
along the (11̄0) direction, resulting in a lowering of the
symmetry and a corresponding change in the shape of
unit cell.6 Previous first-principles studies have focused
accurate prediction of the ground-state structural parame
by relaxing forces and stresses for a particular choice
space group, complementing the experimental structural
termination data.7,8

The distortion that relates the two structures has the s
metry of a singleM-point normal mode of theB2 structure.
There is thus a parallel between the martensitic transfor
tion from the B2 to the B198 structure in NiTi and the
paraelectric-ferroelectric ‘‘soft-mode’’ transition in perov
skite oxides such as PbTiO3 , BaTiO3, and KNbO3,9 for
which the distortion that relates the high-temperature
low-temperature structures has the symmetry of a single
mal mode of the cubic perovskite structure~at G). In these
perovskites, first-principles calculation of the eigenfrequ
0163-1829/2001/65~1!/014108~5!/$20.00 65 0141
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cies and eigenvectors of the unstable phonons of the c
high-symmetry prototype structure2–4 has shown that an ex
cellent approximation to the ferroelectric ground-state str
ture is obtained by ‘‘freezing in’’ the single dominant un
stable phonon~a polar optic mode at the zone center! with an
accompanying change in the shape of the unit cell. ThqW
dependence of the instability across the Brillouin zone
been shown to determine the nature of the local struct
fluctuations that entropically stabilize the high-temperat
cubic paraelectric phase2 and, through a first-principles effec
tive Hamiltonian analysis, to determine the transition te
perature and related quantities as well.4

In this paper, we take the first step in extending this a
proach to shape memory alloys by computing the phon
eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors of the cubic hi
symmetry prototype structure of NiTi from first principles, a
described in Sec. II. In Sec. III, the dominant unstable p
non is identified and the structure it generates is compa
with available knowledge of the ground state structure.
then examine how these instabilities extend across the B
louin zone, analyzing the dispersion to obtain values for re
space interatomic force constants and identifying the m
mal unstable localized atomic displacement pattern.
conclude by speculating on the implications of these res
on the structure and properties of the high-temperature ph
and on the martensitic transition.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

First-principles calculations of the structural energetics
B2 NiTi were carried out within density-functional theor
with a plane-wave pseudopotential approach. Phonon eig
frequencies and eigenvectors throughout the Brillouin zo
were obtained using the Green’s function formulation
density-functional perturbation theory~DFPT!.10 The calcu-
lations were performed with thePWSCFandPHONONcodes,11

using the Perdew-Zunger12 parametrization of the local
density approximation~LDA !. For comparison, dynamica
matrices at selectedqW -points were also computed with th
generalized gradient approximation~GGA!.13 Ultrasoft
pseudopotentials14 for Ti and Ni were generated according
©2001 The American Physical Society08-1
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a modified Rappe-Rabe-Kaxiras-Joannopoulos~RRKJ!
scheme15 with three Bessel functions.16 The electronic wave
functions were represented in a plane-wave basis set w
kinetic energy cutoff of 30 Ry. The augmentation charg
were expanded up to 660 Ry. The Brillouin zone~BZ! inte-
grations were carried out by the Hermite-Gaussian smea
technique17 using a 56k-point mesh~corresponding to 12
312312 regular divisions along thekx , ky , andkz axes! in
the 1

48 irreducible wedge. The value of the smearing para
eter wass50.02 Ry. These parameters yield phonon f
quencies converged within 5 cm21. The dynamical matrix
was computed on a 63636 qW -point mesh commensurat
with the k-point mesh. The complete phonon dispersion
lation was obtained through the computation of real-sp
interatomic force constants within the corresponding box18

In Table I, we report the equilibrium lattice parameter a
elastic constants ofB2 NiTi obtained from pseudopotentia
total energy calculations performed as described above,
from a previous pseudopotential calculation using a mix
basis ~MB! set.7 For comparison, we also performed ful

TABLE I. Lattice parameter and elastic constants of NiTi in t
B2 structure. The FLAPW ofa0 in the parentheses is compute
with GGA.

PW MB ~Ref. 7! FLAPW Exp.

a0~a.u.! 5.594 5.626 5.561~5.670! 5.698~Ref. 20!
B (Mbar) 1.68 1.56 1.86 1.40~Ref. 21!
c11 (dyn/cm2) 1.80 1.68 - 1.62~Ref. 21!
c12 (dyn/cm2) 1.62 1.44 - 1.29~Ref. 21!
c44 (dyn/cm2) 0.39 0.50 - 0.35~Ref. 21!
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potential linearized-augmented-plane-wave calculati
~FLAPW! within both the LDA and GGA.19 The lattice pa-
rameter and bulk moduli were obtained from a Birch fun
tion fit.22 The discrepancy between the PWSCF and FLAP
values for the LDA lattice parameter is comparab
(,1%) to that between the two pseudopotential results. T
FLAPW lattice parameter is slightly larger within GGA, a
expected, and the bulk moduli show the typical decre
with increasing lattice parameter. Although these results
not directly comparable with the properties of the entro
cally stabilized high-temperatureB2 phase, characterized b
large fluctuating atomic displacements, the experimental d
included in Table I are in general agreement with the fir
principles values. The DFPT calculations reported in the n
section were performed at the PWSCF lattice param
5.594 a.u.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The full phonon dispersion ofB2 NiTi consists of six
branches: three acoustic and three optic. Results of our
culations along the high-symmetry lines of the simple cu
BZ are shown in Fig. 1. The imaginary frequencies of t
unstable modes are represented as negative values. The
tion of Ni vs Ti displacement in the eigenvectors is shown23

The values of the phonon frequencies at the symmetry po
are also listed in Table II. Comparison with frequencies atM
andR computed with GGA at the corresponding equilibriu
lattice parameter of 5.713 a.u. show agreement to wit
7 cm21. All of the eigenvectors at the symmetry pointsG,
X, M, andR are uniquely determined by symmetry conside
ations except for the M58 modes, to be discussed in mo
detail below. As can be seen from Fig. 1,X18 , X58 , M18 ,
Z.
le modes
FIG. 1. ~Color! Phonon dispersion for NiTi in theB2 structure witha055.594 a.u. along symmetry lines in the simple cubic B
Symmetry labels are assigned according to the conventions of Ref. 24 with Ni at the origin. The imaginary frequencies of the unstab
are plotted as negative values. The relative importance of Ni relative to Ti displacements is shown by a red-blue colorcode~Ref. 23!.
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andR15 are pure Ni displacements~red!, X1 , X5 , M48 , and
R258 are pure Ti displacements~blue!, and the twoG15 modes
are mixed in nearly equal proportions~purple!.

As expected on the basis of experimental observation
the low-temperature structure, theB2 structure is unstable a
T50. The dominant instability is a doubly degenerateM58
mode, with a corresponding two-dimensional space of eig
vectors. The eigenvectors in this space establish direct
and magnitude ratios of atomic displacements relative to
B2 structure that most effectively lower the structural e
ergy, with all eigenvectors in the space being equally eff
tive at quadratic order in the overall amplitude. Higher ord
terms are needed to single out the eigenvector~s! that leads to
the global minimum. In this case, including terms up
fourth order would yield the two high-symmetry displac
ment patterns shown in Fig. 2 as the only candidates for
energy minimum. Both resulting structures are orthorhom
and have point groups of the same order. The choice betw
these two is determined by the actual values of the expan
coefficients, including the effects of strain coupling, whi
cannot be obtained from the DFPT calculations reported h
and will be the subject of a future publication. For th
present, we note that the distorted structure produced
freezing the eigenvector in Fig. 2~a! into the reference cubic
structure yields, with an appropriate choice of overall amp
tude, an excellent approximation to the observed grou
stateB198 structure. This is nontrivial, since the ratios of th

TABLE II. Computed phonon frequencies ofB2 NiTi with a0

55.594 a.u. at the symmetry points in the simple cubic BZ.

Label Frequency (cm21) Label Frequency (cm21)

G15 0 R15 30
G15 200 R25 252
X18 77 M58 91i
X58 121 M18 91
X5 150 M48 140
X1 293 M58 264

FIG. 2. Atomic displacement patterns corresponding to two

early independent eigenvectors of the unstableM58 mode at kW

5(2p/a0)( 1
2

1
2 0), transforming as~a! x̂1 ŷ and ~b! ŷ. Here, a por-

tion of theB2 structure, with Ni atoms shown by filled circles an
Ti atoms shown by open circles, is viewed along the~001! direc-
tion. All displacements lie in thex-y plane. The ratio of arrow
lengths is equal to the ratio of Ni to Ti displacements in the co
puted eigenvector. Both resulting structures are orthorombic.
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Ni and Ti displacements in the twoM58 modes~the other at
high frequency! are not determined by symmetry, but can
obtained only by computing and diagonalizing the dynami
matrix. As can be seen in Table III, the main difference is
the angleg, lowering the symmetry from orthorhombic t
monoclinic.

While the evolution of the lattice instability away from
the zone center cannot be directly obtained experiment
Fig. 1 shows that the unstable phonon branches actually
tend throughout the Brillouin zone. From theM point, the
instability extends more than half of the way toG andX. At
G, the acoustic branches behave normally at very smallqW . As
qW increases alongG-R and G-M , one and two individual
optic modes, respectively, disperse strongly downward, m
ing with the acoustic branches and then becoming unsta
As theR point is approached alongG-R, the unstable longi-
tudinal mode turns around and becomes stable once ag
Along G-X theD1 optic mode similarly disperses downwar
and mixes with theD1 acoustic branch, although along th
line all phonon modes remain stable.

The origin of the lattice instability in NiTi can be ex
plored through analysis of the interatomic force consta
~IFC’s! in real space. The important features of the phon
dispersion in Figure 1 are well reproduced by a simple fo
constant model in which most of the IFC’s are set to zero a
only a few of the largest IFC’s are retained. These are gi
in Table IV. The importance of noncentral forces is illu
trated by the fact thatCxx(0,Ni;0,Ti) is nonzero. Indeed, it is
of the same magnitude asCxy(0,Ni;0,Ti). Furthermore, as

-

-

TABLE III. Structural parameters ofB2 NiTi distorted by
‘‘freezing in’’ the eigenvector in Fig. 2~a!, a52.960 Å, b
54.186 Å, c54.186 Å, g590°, compared with the experimenta
monoclinicB198 structure~Ref. 25!, a52.898 Å, b54.646 Å. c
54.108 Å, g597.78°. While the distortedB2 structure actually
has space groupPmma, the structure is presented withinP21 /m,
the space group of theB198 structure, to facilitate comparison.

Structure Wyckoff position x y z

distortedB2 Ti~2e! 0.5 0.235 0.25
Ni~2e! 0 0.708 0.25

B198 Ti~2e! 0.4176 0.2164 0.25
Ni~2e! 0.0372 0.6752 0.25

TABLE IV. Selected interatomic force constan
Cab(0,k; l 8,k8)(Ry/Bohr2) of B2 NiTi. The values in brackets are
set to zero in the simple force constant model discussed in the

The indexl 8 indicates the unit cell centered atl 8a0x̂.

Atoms a,b l 850 l 851 l 852 l 853

Ni-Ni xx 0.0321 0.0161 ('0) 20.0032
yy 0.0321 0.003 ('0) ('0)

Ti-Ti xx 0.1431 20.043 0.0082 ('0)
yy 0.1431 0.0049 ('0) ('0)

Ni-Ti xx 20.0078 20.0025 ('0) ('0)
xy 20.0120 ('0) ('0) ('0)
8-3
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HUANG, BUNGARO, GODLEVSKY, AND RABE PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 014108
suggested by the large Ni displacements in Fig. 2 and c
firmed by the relative Ni vs Ti character of individual ph
non branches in Fig. 1, the instabilities throughout the z
are dominated by the energetics of Ni displacements. In f
if the Ti sublattice is frozen in the positions corresponding
the B2 structure, the resulting pure-Ni modes display t
characteristic downward-dispersing behavior of the op
modes described above, including the resulting instability
M and the upturn alongG-R.

The qW dependence of the unstable modes can be m
easily visualized in a three-dimensional view of the B
showing thev250 isosurface~Fig. 3!. The region of stability
is confined to three interpenetrating tubes along the Carte
axes, with additional bulges in the central region along
G-R directions, and to small approximately spherical regio
around theR points. The unstable modes atM are thus con-
tinuously connected to the unstable mode alongG-R. The
fact that the unstable mode extends through such a l
fraction of the Brillouin zone directly implies that the min
mal unstable localized displacement pattern is very tigh
localized. In fact, as can be explicitly verified using the IFC
in Table IV, theB2 structure is unstable against the displa
ment of a single Ni coordinated with much smaller displa
ments of the surrounding eight Ti atoms.

FIG. 3. Zero-frequency isosurfaces of the phonon dispers
relation in the first octant of the Brillouin zone. Outside the int
penetrating tubes along the~001! directions and the small sphere
centered atR, at least one phonon mode is unstable.
b
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Frequencies of acoustic phonons along symmetry line
the high-temperatureB2 phase have been experimenta
measured.26 Comparison with the results of our calculation
shows that while the calculated stable acoustic mode
quencies atR, X, andM are in general agreement with the
experimental counterparts, the unstable branches are
matically renormalized by temperature effects. Through
composition of the force constants into a short-range part
a long-range electronic part, the semiempirical analysis
Ref. 27 showed that temperature dependence due to F
surface smearing is significant only near the wave vec
associated with the transition to the intermediate tempera
R phase. This leads us to speculate that the temperature
bilization in most of the Brillouin zone results from anha
monic phonon-phonon interactions. Indeed, the hig
temperatureB2 structure is entropically stabilized an
should be characterized by large local fluctuations away fr
the high-symmetry average positions of the atoms. As in
previous work on KNbO3,2 the nature of these distortions
directly related to the minimal unstable localized displac
ment pattern, and could be experimentally investiga
through diffuse x-ray scattering or with local probes, such
EXAFS. The extension of our work to theoretical investig
tion of the phase diagram and temperature dependence o
phonon dispersion requires a first-principles effective Ham
tonian analysis, analogous to that for the perovskite oxid
but beyond the scope of the present paper.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we performedab initio calculations of the
phonon dispersion of theB2 high-symmetry reference struc
ture of NiTi. There are lattice instabilities throughout th
entire Brillouin zone, with the dominant instability atM. An
excellent approximation to the observed ground state st
ture of NiTi can be generated by freezing in a particu
choice of eigenvector from the corresponding tw
dimensional space with adjustment of the overall amplitu
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